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The Silent Intelligence is a book about the Internet of Things. We talk about the history, trends,
technology ecosystem and future of Connected Cities, Connected Homes, Connected Health
and Connected Cars. We also discuss the most exciting growth areas for entrepreneurs and
venture capital investors. We share exciting stories and unique opinions of more than 30 industry
veterans, experts and visionaries from Google, Ericsson, AT&T, Qualcomm, SAP, MIT, Jawbone
and many others. We called this book The Silent Intelligence because most of the activity and
growth in the space so far has been outside of mainstream visibility. Our aim is to help
executives, entrepreneurs, investors and everybody who is interested in this topic, better
understand the opportunities and challenges of the Internet of Things. We also hope that the
new growth opportunities discussed in this book will be as exciting to you as they are to us.

''A fantastic tapestry woven around wholly believable characters.'' --Fantasy ReviewAbout the
AuthorOrson Scott Card, the author of the New York Times bestseller Ender's Game, has won
several Hugo and Nebula awards for his works of speculative fiction. His Ender novels are widely
read by adults and younger readers and are increasingly used in schools. Besides these and
other science fiction novels, Card writes contemporary fantasy, American-frontier fantasy,
biblical novels, poetry, plays, and scripts.
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Steffan Piper, “Chandler as Dickens ... "If you don't leave, I'll get somebody who will.". I've read
this book now three times in as many months. The first time I read it, years ago, I was nineteen.
Much older now, I had to come back with a different perspective and try to see what Raymond
Chandler was really up to. Entertaining the reader wasn't the point. Sending Marlowe into
another violent beat down, like some of the other books, wasn't the point. Chasing down the
mystery man, or woman, wasn't the point either.I can say this. Raymond Chandler, for those
paying attention, penned a social portrait of the relationship that the public had with the police
department at the time. This is a Dickensian social commentary on the the differences of two
small town (at the time) police Departments. Santa Monica PD and Lake Arrowhead Sheriff's
Deputies versus the public. What you get is two polar opposites.The book before this, my
personal favourite, The High Window, also has an incredibly dark take of the Los Angeles Police
Department during the late 30s early 40s. The Lady In The Lake though is to The High Window
as what a film is to a snapshot. This being the film.Conan Doyle once stated as Holmes:"It is my
belief, Watson, founded upon my experience, that the lowest and vilest alleys in London do not
present a more dreadful record of sin than does the smiling and beautiful countryside." [The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (1892) Sherlock Holmes in "The Copper Beeches" (Doubleday
p. 323)]I would place a heavy wager that after The High Window came out, some of his critics
were probably roasting him for his heavy-handed and dark portraits of the LAPD, which were
likely too spot-on and were trying to deflect a bit for them and making the exact same point that
Doyle made. I would imagine this novel is the response to that, and from that context, this book
reads like a chess move. Knight to Kings' 4. I would also imagine that he was probably hearing it
getting louder throughout his career. If you've read the earlier books in the series, then you'll
know exactly what I'm speaking of here. And yes, Chandler was very much aware and
concerned in regards to his critics.One of the more interesting aspects of this story, is that every
single Police Officer or Law Enforcement official is an archetypal figure. A known stereotype
lifted straight from the modern vernacular of that day. These days, Police procedural are no big
whoop. But back then, you'd be hard pressed to find a plethora of them or any as scathing. With
high-profile crimes like Black Dahlia and many others, as well as folks like Weegee (Arthur
Fellig), Los Angeles really was a hot-bed for corruption and cops who would sap a man dead
rather than fill out a tiresome form.(Sheriff) Patton up at Puma Lake & Little Fawn lake
(Arrowhead & Big Bear Lake) is the indomitable, savvy veteran Sheriff who suffers no fools but
wastes no energy being impolite. When you think you have him figured, you'd guess
wrong.Degarmo is the text-book ne'er-do-well who roughs people up, frames poor saps who
cross his path and busts people he doesn't like for intoxication and saps them on the back of the
skull. He's like the bad guy out of every detective novel with a badge. Sneer included. Toothpick
and quick-draw intact. Every instance on the page of this character has the reader cringing from
Degarmo's behaviour, choice of words and inappropriate decisions.Webber, Chief over in Santa



Monica - or Bay City as Chandler always referred to it, is the out of touch, administrative,
trusting General who probably doesn't know half the business his men are getting into and is
usually late to the scene on every occasion. He becomes an interesting character, quickly, once
he's unearthed. It's curious that Chandler writes so snidely though about Santa Monica Police of
this era, but perhaps he knew something back then that we don't, as readers, have a bead on
anymore.Someone's going to mince words with me about Bay City being Santa Monica and
Pacific Palisades, but in this context, we know that Chandler was writing about Santa Monica,
while some of the victims did reside in Pac Palisades. Hope that clarifies it.All the other
detectives and beat patrolmen do nothing but ratchet up the tension with every appearance.So
much ground is covered in this book, in such a detailed manner, that the reader never sees any
of it coming and the idea of stays well camouflaged throughout most of the book. You think
Chandler is trying to tell a complex story about a Doctor's wife that he might've worked out
backwards, first, in order to write it out artfully, but I think that would lead down the wrong
mountain path.The plot becomes so convoluted in fact, that it takes almost four pages towards
the end, without much dialogue or paragraph breaks to explain how it all ended up the way it did.
When it does, you're left not just scratching your head a bit, but a tad dazed. It's a mouthful of
explanation that reads more like Agatha Christie than it does Raymond Chandler.He was on top
of his game during this period and I doubt that something so obvious, at least to me, wasn't his
main aim. Chandler was a master story teller and the Dickens' of his age. Chandler was writing
very detailed essays during this era about the very thing that I've highlighted in this review. Social
commentary in fiction. He also wrote a lot about Charles Dickens and was a definite fan.I don't
think I'm the first person to state that the overall story is pretty ludicrous. By the time you get 170
pages in, if you're not smelling the set up, then you probably just coast through books half
asleep as it is. Reading like it's some form of sedative while you're curled up in bed after a long
day. That's not a crime, but it does set the reader up for only a quarter of the message of the
book. Some people like it like that though...."Police business is a hell of a problem. It's a good
deal like politics. It asks for the highest type of men, and there's nothing in it to attract the highest
type of men. So we have to work with what we get." -- Webber to Marlowe...."I'm all done with
hating you. It's all washed out of me. I hate people hard, but I don't hate them very long." --
Marlowe to Degarmo....”

fra7299, “Another great entry in the Marlowe series. What appears to be a case of finding the
whereabouts of a missing wife turns out to be much more, as is typical of Chandler to make
things a bit more complicated once the first mystery is presented to us. Marlowe is summoned
and hired by Derace Kingsley to find his wife, Crystal Kingsley. Crystal has apparently slipped
town with another man and Kingsley, worried about public scandal, puts a price on finding her.
Marlowe heads to Little Fawn Lake, a small resort away from the city, to find some clues, as it
seems to be the last place she was seen. As with many Marlowe novels, the primary mystery
leads to a few other puzzles, and, soon after arriving and speaking with one of the more



eccentric characters, heavy drinker Bill Chess, Marlowe finds himself in the middle of quite a
case, where people aren't really who you think they are and even if they are, you can't really trust
them. After a mysterious death, the game is pretty much on for Marlowe, as he tries to
understand the motives of a murderer, all the while dealing with some shady types and even
corrupt cops.I read The Big Sleep awhile back and was sold on Chandler. The Lady in the Lake
is another solid entry into the Marlowe series, the fourth book in the series, which takes Marlowe
out of his usual Los Angeles surroundings to backwards Bay City and into Little Fawn Lake.
There's something about Chandler's prose and style that is so fitting for the setting and pace of
The Lady in the Lake. With Marlowe as his lead, the novel can change from cynical humor to
exacting, gripping tension and suspense within moments. Marlowe's imperfect style of
investigation really is what makes this novel tick, and he carries the torch for the narration, being
able to read seedy people and dangerous situations. When there is a slip up, he has to worm his
way out using those instincts he's had for years.The Lady in the Lake is a fine example of a noir
classic, and Chandler illustrates why he is considered one of the finest writers of hard boiled
detective noir.”

Phyllis Eaves, “Great Detective story. Raymond Chandler excelled with his Phillip Marlowe
character and you love his smart mouth take no guff from anybody attitude. I love having a good
mystery to curl up with. It has a few surprising touches that are even better then most pulp
fiction. If you saw the old black and white movie and enjoyed it, you will find the book to be even
better! Good Readingto you !!!”

William Donelson, “5-Stars! Great pacing, wonderful progression of events and clues. 5-Stars!
Great pacing, wonderful progression of events and clues, just enough snappy dialogue, some
detective-as-philosopher quotations, genuine tension and suspense, a sprinkling of red
herrings... This is the whole enchilada! Awesome!This is by far the best of the Marlowe series so
far. It's confident and well-paced, with terrific prose rhythm throughout. (I will soon read The Long
Goodbye)I brushed my hair and looked at the grey in it. There was getting to be plenty of grey in
it. The face under the hair had a sick look. I didn’t like the face at all. I went back to the desk .... I
sat very still and listened to the evening grow quiet outside the open windows. And very slowly I
grew quiet with it.I particularly enjoy how the clues fit together slowly, progressively throughout.
You can see the connections, or think you can *winks* and by the end, it's mostly all there for
you. I correctly pieced together 4-5 aspects of the plot, but MISSED the very clever big twist!
Awesome!It was a •38 Smith and Wesson on a •44 frame, a wicked weapon with a kick like a •45
and a much greater effective range.I drove on through the piled masses of granite and down
through the meadows of coarse grass where cows grazed. The same gaudy slacks and short
shorts and peasant handkerchiefs as yesterday, the same light breeze and golden sun and clear
blue sky, the same smell of pine needles, the same cool softness of a mountain summer. But
yesterday was a hundred years ago, something crystallized in time, like a fly in amber.Notes and



Quotes:The upper part of his face meant business. The lower part was just saying good-
bye.12.0% .... it's amazing how modern much of the slang is here. Soap opera, beef, hunk,
etc22.0% ....Behind the right-hand lower corner of the windshield there was a white card printed
in block capitals. It read: VOTERS, ATTENTION! KEEP JIM PATTON CONSTABLE. HE IS TOO
OLD TO GO TO WORK25.0% ...She put a firm brown hand out and I shook it. Clamping bobbie
pins into fat blondes had given her a grip like a pair of iceman’s tongs.49.0% .... very good
pacing and prose here. A nice rhythm even during the description of rooms, people and clothing.
The snappy dialogue is well-balanced. It's the best Marlowe so far imho.59.0% ... quintessential
Chandler ...I brushed my hair and looked at the grey in it. There was getting to be plenty of grey
in it. The face under the hair had a sick look. I didn’t like the face at all. I went back to the desk ....
I sat very still and listened to the evening grow quiet outside the open windows. And very slowly I
grew quiet with it.63.0% ... this is the kind of detective story I enjoy the most, where the clues
come in and slowly fit together, piece by piece throughout the book, building the big picture.
There is an info-dump at the end, but it's well-presented.72.0% ... this is fabulously good stuff.”

terence dooley, “re-reading the master. No-one does atmospheric California noir better than its
greatest exemplar, though you still wonder how Marlowe bumps into quite so many bad dames
or femmes fatales (in every sense) and how he recovers from his many beatings. You could say
the same of Lew Archer and Dave Brandsetter in Ross Macdonald and Joseph Hansen, 2 of
Chandler's most faithful followers. They're good, but don't have that touch of literature about
them.”

Robert Noble Graham, “Classic Chandler. This is almost as good as the very best of Chandler.
I`d put it a little below The Big Sleep or the Long Goodbye but that is a very high standard. The
style of course is wonderful and the characters varied. Marlowe himself is unique. There are
other world-weary detectives whose personal lives are wreckage but none that I know of capture
the blend of courage, loneliness, cynicism and compassion along with original humour that
make up Marlowe.Well worth a read and a re-read.”

PJ, “Great read!. Raymond Chandler is one of my favourite writers. I have read this story a few
times now and it always turns out to be an exciting read. Thoroughly recommend to all fans of
this genre.”

carole b, “Interesting. It was interesting to hear this sort of book read out loud. I was pleased it
was so good and I enjoyed it a lot.”

The book by Daniel Kellmereit has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 925 people have provided feedback.
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